
 

Case Study:  
TruSTAR integration with ServiceNOW to enrich Incidents and 

Security Incidents.  

Customer Challenge 

TruSTAR arms security teams with high signal intelligence from sources such 
as internal historical data, open and closed intelligence feeds and 
anonymized incident reports from TruSTAR’s vetted community of enterprise 
members.  ServiceNow's Security Operations team leverages TruSTAR's 
threat intel platform to enrich the Security Incidents and enhance Incident 
response. Fetching the TruSTAR enrichment manually will increase the 
incidence response time in turn increasing attack surface. 

The CREST Difference in 30 Days 

Crest leveraged the experience it has with ServiceNow's Security Operations 
and helped TruSTAR design the solution to leverage the NOW platform's 
SOAR capabilities and tie it with TruSTAR. The application allows a Security 
analyst to fetch TruSTAR enrichment seamlessly without any manual 
intervention. The application also supports ServiceNOW's security 
capabilities Threat Lookup & Enrich Observables which reduces the Security 
Incidence response time. The application provides workflow activities which 
allows customer to create custom workflows for custom needs. 
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Crest Data Systems Crest Data Systems is a leading provider of custom solutions 
in the areas of Data Analytics, Cyber Security, DevOps, and Cloud based in the Bay 
Area, California. Crest is a fast-growing company working on bleeding-edge 
technologies with a broad customer base that includes several Fortune 500 
corporations as well as some of the hottest Silicon Valley Startups. With an end-
to-end services portfolio that includes Development, Consulting/Professional, and 
24x7 Managed services, Crest helps customers build industry-leading solutions 
that help them outperform the competition and stay ahead of the innovation 
curve. 


